SUBJECT: Jewish School Affairs
PREVIOUS ACTION ON CASE: None

In the Reichsministry for Sciences, Schooling and Popular Education, preparations have been made for a complete new organization of Jewish School Affairs. The following principles will be adhered to:

Compulsory education of Jewish children will be continued. However, the Jewish children will receive instructions in completely Jewish Schools only. The providing of these schools will be done by the existing "Reichsorganization of all Jews", which in future will be the only authority on Jewish School Affairs. After this re-organization, there will be no public lawful education, but only Jewish Private Schools.

Prior to the final decision by Minister President Fieldmarshal Goering, I inform you of these facts at this early date, so that possible pending decisions may be settled with this goal in mind.

In connection with the Actions of Protests against the
be ordered, and their records and data sent to me, after release is completed. In cases where the juvenile was arrested together with the persons supporting him, they too may be released, unless special circumstances make that undesirable. Those cases are to be reported to me in detail.
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